STATEMENT OF COMPATIBILITY

between
Kaspersky Industrial CyberSecurity
the product of
AO "Kaspersky Lab"
39A/2 Leningradskoe shosse,
Moscow, 125212, the Russian Federation
hereinafter referred to as “KICS” and “Kaspersky” respectively

and
Software complex of movement accounting, inventory and calculation of material balance of oil products
of
"InfTech" LLC
6 Marksistsky Ave., Moscow, 109147, Russia
hereinafter referred to as Software and hardware complex «Movement accounting, inventory and calculation of material balance of oil products» and «InfTech» respectively.

InfTech and Kaspersky Lab hereby declare the following statement regarding the use of these products within the unified System, their compatibility and contribution to the implementation of cybersecurity requirements:

Movement accounting, inventory and calculation of material balance of oil products by InfTech is a software complex used in the field of industrial automation.
KICS is an integrated cybersecurity solution for critical infrastructure and industrial automation.

InfTech and Kaspersky Lab have carried out comprehensive tests on compatibility of their products while simultaneously working within unified System. Tests proved the possibility of use the products in unified System, taking into account their individual environmental requirements. The tests have not revealed any compatibility problems in products.
If both products installed within the unified System, their functionality can contribute to the fulfillment of the basic requirements of information and cybersecurity in automated systems of control of production and technological processes at critical facilities, potentially dangerous facilities, as well as facilities that pose an increased danger to human life and health and to the environment.

This statement is drawn up on the basis of bench tests performed in accordance with the agreed program and method of compatibility tests confirmed by the test report dated 07.09.2018.